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‘The Story So Far’:
Online: Exclusive content Check the Spartan Daily’s Web site
for New Mexico Bowl coverage
The train stops, page 2
on ‘Blood Diamond’

Professor organizes trip for Katrina awareness
Louisiana Winter inspired by 1964 student movement
By Stefanie Chase
Daily Staff Writer
Some San Jose State University
students will be taking a week off of
life as they know it to go to Louisiana with the intention of redirecting national attention to the victims
of Hurricane Katrina who continue
to be jobless and/or homeless.

“Where was the government
when all of this was happening?”
said Scott Myers-Lipton, associate
professor of sociology and organizer of the project.
Myers-Lipton said the project,
called Louisiana Winter, is based
on the 1964 Mississippi Summer
when 800 students from around

University
celebrates
birthday

the country went to Mississippi to
register black voters who were being denied the constitutional right
to vote.
Instead of enforcing people’s
right to vote, Louisiana Winter will
focus on listening to the Gulf Coast
residents’ concerns and helping
them to get paying jobs rebuilding

their homes instead of hiring private
companies to fill those positions.
Myers-Lipton said this concept came from the Works Project Administration established
in 1935, an agency that was created when poverty was rampant,
that focused on hiring the unemployed for building projects or
constructing roads.
“For me, I just think it would be
a great learning experience,” said

Godfrey Ramos, a senior majoring
in sociology and a participant.
He said one of the initial things
holding him back from making his
final decision to participate in the
project was his ability to get the
time-off of work.
“I just said, ‘You know what? I’m
taking a vacation,’” Ramos said referring to his time-off work.
Ramos added that he has always been interested in advocating

see WINTER, page 7

Hundreds of SJ homeless helped
LEFT: Crystal Martinez, a senior
at Gavilan College for Cosmetology, cuts Cynthia Namauleg’s hair
during the Project Homeless Connect looking for volunteers event
that was held in Parkside Hall in
the convention center Wednesday.
BELOW: Cathleen Dagnino and
Roderick Coleman volunteers at
the Project Homeless Connect
looking for volunteers event.
Coleman, who said he was once
homeless, attended this event
and was given the resources to
turn his life around and become a
volunteer himself to give back to
the community that helped him.

SJSU to turn 150; Campus to
participate in year-long events
By Mary Beth Hislop

Daily Staff Writer
Students returning to San Jose State University
next semester can expect to party hearty as festivities
kick off for a yearlong celebration of the university’s
sesquicentennial birthday … the big 150. The theme:
“Where tradition meets tomorrow.”
Child development major Priscilla Spencer, 21,
was surprised that SJSU is that old.
“What? It is? Wow … I didn’t know that,” Spencer
said.
In preparation for this major milestone, associate vice president of marketing and communications, Jennifer Cauble, spent her summer among
boxes of artifacts to use for exhibits and other
events that are scheduled to take place beginning
January 2007.
“If you look at what students had to learn back
then …” Cauble said. “The exams were very eclectic. You become more aware how the departments
evolved.”
Cauble leads the campus committee of 10 to
12 deans, faculty and administration who have been
organizing and publicizing the various celebrations
since last April.
“Our objectives are to make people aware that
SJSU is the oldest public institution of higher education in California and to generate pride in the faculty, staff and students,” Cauble said.
Cauble said that sociology professor Robert Gliner is creating a documentary of SJSU’s history.
A full-scale exhibit of artifacts in thematic sequence will be on display in the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library beginning Jan. 26.
A Web site was specifically created to publicize

equality between people.
“This idea (for Louisiana Winter) came out of a student action,”
said Myers-Lipton.
Rochelle Jackson-Smarr, president of the Student Homeless Alliance, and a participant, said the
idea stemmed from a sleep out that
the homeless alliance organized in
November.

Local charity organizes aid event
By Lindsay Bryant
Daily Staff Writer
As businesses began to unlock their
doors for opening in downtown San
Jose, hundreds of people of all races,
ethnicities and ages swarmed to the
entrance of the Parkside Hall, a convention center hidden behind the orange walls of the Tech Museum.
The droves of people seemed to
have little in common; except that they
are all in need.
From the City of San Jose and the
County of Santa Clara, Project Homeless Connect held it’s third convention
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in two years on Wednesday, in collaboration with dozens of local agencies to
provide free services and food for the
homeless community.
“Whatever services they need and
want, we provide,” said Fernando Cazares a development specialist for the
City of San Jose and a leader of Project Homeless Connect. “If they want
breakfast, lunch, shelter, we have the
resources in one place for them.”
From 9 a.m. until clean up began
around 3:30 p.m., Project Homeless
see HOMELESS, page 6

see 150, page 7

Friends reflect on SJSU student’s life
Harout Mekhdjian remembered for his kindness
By Andrew Torrez
Daily Sports Editor
When friends speak about Harout
Mekhdjian, one of the phrases that
constantly comes up is, “He was always there for people.”
“He was easygoing,” said Justin Dietrich, a friend of Mekhdjian. “Honestly,
he was a good down-to-earth person.”
Mekhdjian, 21, a San Jose State
University student, died on Nov. 5 after crashing a friend’s motorcycle in
the parking lot at De Anza College.
At Mekhdjian’s memorial service
on Nov. 9, family and friends from
SJSU, De Anza, the Boy Scouts and
National Aeronautics Space Administration came to show their respect for

the San Jose native.
“I had never seen a funeral with
that many people,” said Valerie Pagtakhan, a friend of Mekhdjian and a
nursing major at SJSU. “There was not
a seat that was empty.”
Pagtakhan said that the amount of
people that went to Mekhdjian’s service reflects on how nice of a person
he was.
“It’s unfortunate that he had to
leave us so early,” Pagtakhan said. “He
touched so many people’s lives and really made a difference.”
While majoring in management
information services at SJSU, Mekhdjian was a Boy Scout troop leader, involved with his Armenian church and

was the Web master for the business
fraternity, Alpha Kappa Psi.
Pagtakhan said Mekhdjian was
always willing to help anyone that
needed it. She said that Mekhdjian
was there to help fraternity brothers
that were having trouble in classes.
“He was really smart, so he would
help the brothers that needed it,” Pagtakhan said. “He was always going out
of his way to help people.”
Dietrich said Mekhdjian showed
dedication in whatever he did, whether it was at his internship at NASA or
in school.
“I think he had over a 3.5 here
(at SJSU), and a 3.8 or higher at De
Anza,” Dietrich said. “I think he was
so dedicated because he had a lot of
admiration for his parents. That made

him want to do well. His parents were
really proud of him.”
Dietrich said Mekhdjian was close
to his family. Mekhdjian is survived
by his mother, father and two sisters.
“He would always be talking to his
family,” Dietrich said. “Every time I
was with him, he was on the phone
with his parents,”
Julisa Lee, a junior at SJSU, said she
first met Mekhdjian during a tour at
NASA, where her boyfriend, Dietrich,
and Mekhdjian were interning.
Lee described Mekhdjian as an
easygoing and caring person. Lee got
to know him better while she was his
pledge mother for the SJSU fraternity.
“He was funny and always happy,”
Lee said. “I never saw him sad or worried.”
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QUOTE OF THE DAY:

OPINION

When I think of work, itʼs mostly about having control over your destiny,
as opposed to being at mercy of whats out there.
— Gary Sinise

OPPOSING VIEWS

Will winning a bowl game garner more visibility for SJSU?

YES

NO

Winning season and bowl game bid have
already made a name for the Spartans.

On Nov. 28, the San Jose State University football team accepted an
invitation from the Western Athletic Conference and the New Mexico
Bowl committee to play in the inaugural New Mexico Bowl on Dec. 23.
In securing a post-season bowl, the football team has not only managed to gain national attention for itself, but for the university as well.
Since the announcement last Tuesday, Spartan football has been
thrust into the national media spotlight — from nabbing the top headline for the sports section in Sunday’s
Mercury News, to appearing in USA Today and
smaller state newspapers such as the Salt Lake Tribune
and the Houston Chronicle.
The game, which will be broadcast on ESPN, will
be beneficial for both SJSU football and the university,
especially if SJSU wins.
TERESA HOU
Although many view SJSU as the underdog in the
New Mexico Bowl, Web sites like MSNBC.com predict that the Spartans will win 30-28. A live poll on ESPN.com displays that 61 percent of
people believe that the Spartans will beat the Lobos.
Imagine then that the Spartans do win on Dec. 23. With the game being broadcast on national television, a win will display to people around
the country who usually don’t get to see the Spartans play just how
talented the team is, and in effect present the university in a good light.
People from other parts of the United States, such as high school football players applying for colleges, will see that a win at the New Mexico
Bowl may influence their decision to want to wear the Spartan uniform.
Little kids watching the game may also find a role model in quarterback Adam Tafralis who has been one of the main reasons why the
Spartans are doing so well, and whom MSNBC.com believes will be the
MVP of the New Mexico Bowl.
It also helps that the game will air on ESPN unopposed on Dec. 23,
which may result in more viewers since most people will likely be home
because of Christmas.
The New Mexico Bowl is the cherry on top of the sundae for SJSU
football. The Spartans’ winning season this year alone has helped them
maintain a steady stream of visibility since Sept. 9, when they unabashedly defeated rivals Stanford University 35-34. Since then it seems that
the Spartans have been accomplishing every single goal that they have
been trying to conquer for many years.
Just last Saturday they managed to beat another rival team, the
Fresno State Bulldogs 24-14, which they haven’t beat since 1990.
Overall, the Spartans ended their season with a winning record of
8-4, and 5-3 in the WAC. There has only been seven other times since
1950 that the football team has won eight or more games in a season.
As a result, SJSU was rewarded for its hard work by finally having
Dec. 2nd’s game against Fresno State televised, not only on the Comcast
SportsNet Digital Channel 400, but also on channel 77, which is a basic
channel for many of Comcast’s Bay Area customers.
While winning the New Mexico Bowl will definitely be a defining
moment for SJSU and help improve the reputation of Spartan football, it
won’t be necessary in any means of helping the visibility of the school or
the team.
They already have it.
Just by getting into the bowl and dominating this past season, the
Spartans have made sure their name is known around the nation. Unlike
past seasons when Spartan football has only been associated with losing
games, this season has been another story.
Winning has been the prevailing adjective used to describe the team
this year and like any university with a good football team, only good
things have been associated with SJSU.
Win or lose, on Dec. 23, the football team will have already put SJSU
on the map with its winning season.

ILLUSTRATION BY KATHY TRAN

Online poll:
Will winning a bowl game garner more visibility
for SJSU?

Results:
Should the City of San Jose adopt a process of
voting out elected ofﬁcials?
70% Yes
30% No

Bowl game win may create buzz but not
enough to generate any visibility.

The San Jose State University football team is headed to Albuquerque to compete in a bowl game. On Dec. 23, the team will be playing
against the University of New Mexico at the inaugural New Mexico
Bowl.
Although this a great opportunity for the team to play in a bowl
game, a win at this particular game will not create more
visibility for SJSU.
There are 32 college bowl games, and the New
Mexico Bowl is not one of the more popular or prestigious games to play in. When I think of which bowl
games are more commonly known and viewed, it is the
Bowl Championship Series games.
The popular BCS bowl games that are classics
include the Rose bowl, Sugar Bowl, Fiesta Bowl, OrKELLI DOWNY
ange Bowl and National Championship Game. These
upcoming games will be aired on FOX and ABC, which are free to the
public, thus having more viewers.
The New Mexico Bowl game will be aired on ESPN, which viewers
will need to have paid for at least standard cable, allowing for far less
viewers than the other bowl games.
Looking at the schools that attend the BCS games, it is generally the
same ones year after year. Notre Dame, USC, Michigan and Oklahoma
are just several of the common schools that are not fairly new teams to
participate in bowl games.
The last bowl game SJSU appeared in was in 1990, when the team
beat Central Michigan University 48-24. Since then, SJSU has not been
more recognizable as a school.
The football team has had a great season this year with a record of
8-4, and 5-3 in Western Athletic Conference, which is an improvement
from last season. The team had a record of 3-8 last season.
Two of the schools competing in the bowl games have undefeated
records. Teams that are undefeated and attend bowl games more often
are likely to generate visibility for their schools.
SJSU has a good record compared to previous seasons, but it is nowhere close to becoming the talk of schools. Given that it takes more
than school records to become a popular school, SJSU needs
to continue to attend bowl games and gradually make a name for
itself.
The players and the fans will excitedly spread news about SJSU
attending a bowl game, but the buzz generated by them alone will not
bring any more visibility to SJSU. SJSU has already received some attention for going to the bowl by several media outlets.
To create a name for a well-known football team, there is a need for
consistency. Given the team’s past history, it will take more than one
win at a bowl game to become a recognizable school.
I congratulate the football team for having a successful season and
for having the opportunity to go to the New Mexico Bowl. SJSU will
need to participate more frequently in future bowl games to allow the
school to become a well-known standing school.
A win at the New Mexico Bowl will generate buzz for the players,
which will include brief mentions about the school they represent.
This gossip will not be enough to garner more visibility for SJSU.
Winning the New Mexico bowl will not create many popular top
stories or articles for SJSU under the college sports sections of major
news sites. These sites will be more focused on the schools in the Rose
Bowl, Fiesta Bowl and Sugar Bowl.
A win at the New Mexico Bowl will not put SJSU on the map, but it
is a great start to generate visibility about the school.

Kelli Downey is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Teresa Hou is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer.
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“Yes, it would boost up pride ...
and motivate people to come
watch the football games.”

“Yes, it would promote our image
and let other schools know
about us.”

“No, schools should be about
education, not sports. Games are
blown out of proportion.”

“Yes, itʼs very good publicity for
our school and it might help attract students from abroad.”

“No, it doesnʼt make us any
better or more attractive
academically.”

Kathryn Derama
freshman
nursing

Antony Ton
junior
accounting

Rocio Alvarez
junior
philsophy

Angad Singh
freshman
electrical engineering

Champagne Hughes
freshman
theatre arts
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“No, I donʼt think it makes us
look good or bad. On campus
nobody seems to know about it.”
Carina Orozco
sophomore
marketing

O P I N I O N PA G E P O L I C Y
Readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an
issue or a point of view that has appeared in
the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions must
contain the author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, send by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily@
casa.sjsu.edu or mail to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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THE STORY SO FAR

‘Now looking back it was made for me and you’
‘Now looking back it was made for me
and you’
And just like that, as soon as I had begun
to forget about her, she was back in my life
again with a full, unforgettable force.
I stared at the wall, void of expression,
remembering the last day I saw her walk
out of my car.
Because, no matter what decision you
make in life, each moment sets you up for
a different path.
***
Yet it was this lack of focus, this attention to his ad campaign with Creative
that the trouble had really begun in the
first place.
“I’ve been diagnosed with cancer,” she
said.
And as she collapsed into his arms, his
face remained expressionless to the words
she had just uttered. He realized this was
something he would have never been
prepared for.
***

He slowly opened the
wallet, flipped the photo
insert to the right, past
the picture of his now
25-year-old son, Patrick
Michael.
***

SHANNON BARRY

“But no two human beings have the
same thoughts, the same feelings, let
alone the same genetic traits,” she said.
He closed his laptop and pushed it to
the side of the table, enjoying the last of
the sunset.
“You’re right. We don’t. But we all have
the same primal instincts; we breathe,
we eat, we live, we die, but in between …
that’s when we create.”
She opened up her bag and pulled out
the book “The Celestine Prophecy.”
***
As she looked out the train window,
the night sky was darkening. She tilted
her book and looked at the old man in
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the tweed jacket.
Of all the people on the train at this
moment, from all walks of life: the crying
baby now asleep in her mother’s arms to
the children skipping down the halls to the
café car, life and death was around her.
“Don’t you think it’s interesting that
each person on this train has their own
history that brought them to this moment,” she said out loud, but motioning
in the way of the man.
He turned around and looked at her.
“And for one brief moment in the
course of our lives, be it just one hour to
10 hours, we are all connected, together,
on this train,” she finished.
He smiled, realizing that however
young she may have looked, there was a
certain sincerity and wisdom that echoed
through her words.
“Take you and me for example,” she
said. “I know that you were just looking at
a picture of who I can only assume is your
son, or someone very important to you.”
She closed her book and put it on the
seat next to her.
“Were you looking at the picture be-

cause you will see him soon or were you
reminiscing on time you recently spent
together?”
She was right. He realized life was
all cause and effect. The decisions you
make not only impact your life, but those
around you.
And from the ongoing efforts of his
first love, to the birth of his first son, to
the cancer that plagued his wife’s life and
now, to the train ride that would lead
him to her, this cause and effect all came
together in an ultimate finality.
“But me — I missed the train I was
supposed to take at 7:30 this morning,” she
continued. “Either way, I am on my way to
the same place. But had I not missed that
train, I would have never skinned my knee
on my way up the stairs to this train in a
hurry, been too embarrassed to take a seat
further than this one and met you.”
She smiled, ruffled her hair and sighed.
“We will be arriving at our final destination of Sacramento in just a few moments,
folks,” a voice over the intercom bellowed.
“We would never have had this conversation thus never impacting each other’s

Write letters to the editor and submit
Sparta Guide information online. E-mail
the Daily at spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu.

lives, be it ever so slight,” she said. “Some
call it a coincidence, but I call it fate.”
The train stopped and the man and
the girl both stood up.
He put his laptop in his suitcase while
she put her book and journal back in her
bag.
As they both inched into the hallway
and towards the stairs, he turned to her.
“You’re right,” he said. “Be it the good
or the bad, we all impact each other’s
lives. But never hold yourself back from
life, love and everything else that falls in
between because of that.”
As they both walked down the stairs
and stepped off the train, the man turning to the right and the girl to the left, he
turned around to face her one last time.
“Remember, live with no regrets,” he
said. “It’s not about the destination, but
the journey getting there.”

Shannon Barry is the Spartan Daily
A&E editor. This is the final appearance of
“The Story So Far.”

Visit our Web site at www.thespartandaily.com. You may also submit
information in writing to DBH 209.

This will be the last Sparta Guide for the semester. Publication will resume Jan. 24 and normal guidelines apply: Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The
deadline for entries is noon, three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
Poet Laureate Al Young
A lecture and reading by California Poet Laureate
Al Young from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Library room 550. For more information,
contact Danelle Moon at (408) 808-2062.
Educated Person Dialogue
A brown bag discussion on the Vision 2010 planning

panel on integrative learning from noon to 1 p.m. in
the Instructional Resource Center room 101. For more
information, contact Annette Nellen at (408) 924-3508.
Concert Series
“Faculty Hour,” with a celebration to composer
Robert Schumann and theorist/composer Jonathan D.
Kramer from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. For more information, contact Joan
Stubbe at (408) 924-4649.

Tuition is down to $20 per unit!
Winter Session

Spring Semester

runs from January 2nd to
the 24th. Complete a whole
semester length course
in just 19 days!

begins January 29th.
Space is limited—register today.
Don’t miss out!
Check out our offerings online.

call 408.988.2200 or go to www.missioncollege.org

Wayne Bergeron Masterclass
Grammy-nominated trumpeter Wayne Bergeron
presents a clinic/masterclass on brass instrumental
technique from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Music building room 150. For more information, contact Aaron
Lington at (408) 924-4636.
SJSU Jazz Orchestra
The SJSU Jazz Orchestra’s second concert
featuring Grammy-nominated trumpeter Wayne

Bergeron from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more information, contact Aaron
Lington at (408) 924-4636.
Counseling Services
Counseling Services will host a body affirmative
group from 4 to 5:20 p.m. in the Administration
building room 201. For more information, contact
Ellen Lin or Wei-Chien Lee at (408) 924-5910.
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SONG LYRIC OF THE DAY:

A&E

‘Stand up beside the fireplace/Take that look from off your
face/‘Cos you ain’t ever gonna burn my heart out’
— Oasis, ‘Don’t Look Back in Anger’

‘Take one down and pass it around’
By Matthew Zane

Daily Senior Staff Writer

Sixteen dollars, 12 one-pint
glasses, five trips to the urinal, and
four ID’s. That’s what it took to finish this week’s drink of the week:
the infamous gallon pitcher of beer
at University Chicken.
If you are foolish enough to attempt this, having the determination of a marathon runner and the
liver of a wino wouldn’t hurt.

REVIEW: DRINK OF THE

I chose Bud Light for this undertaking because it goes down
like water; in other words, for the
exact reason that I would usually
balk at drinking the stuff.
You’ve got to think long-term
when dealing with a gallon of beer.
Do you really want to be choking
down that last glass of thick Guinness? I didn’t think so.
University Chicken, located on
Third Street, a few blocks away
from campus, was the perfect venue for this adventure.
In addition to the huge projection screen that you see when you
first walk in, there is a flat screen
TV above the bar and a few other
TV’s mounted on the walls to make
sure there’s always something to
keep you entertained.
After my experience, I wouldn’t
recommend that you do this alone.
There’s a reason that they require
you to have four different people’s
ID’s to even buy the gallon pitcher.
It’s better shared with friends.
5:30 — The first pour. My first

impression was that upward of
eight pounds of beer was hard to
lift, let alone pour without creating
excessive head.
My second impression was that
one glass didn’t make a damn dent
in the pitcher. The
first sip was refreshing, ice cold,
clean and crisp.
As expected, the
beer itself didn’t
taste much like
anything, with
the
dominant
taste being that of
carbonation.
5:35 — Second
glass. As I swiftly
took down the
second glass, I
started to feel a
slight tingle in my
head, a reminder
that I should
have probably ate
more than a bagel
today.
5:45 — Third
glass. The slight
tingle turned into a
definite buzz. The beer still tasted
like soda water though, despite my
futile attempts to identify a discernable taste by sticking my nose
in the glass and swishing the brew
in my mouth, wine-tasting style.
6:00 — The start of winger
night! I had just enough change
leftover from my $20 bill to order
some 35 cent hot wings.
I selected the traditional death
level of spiciness to give myself
more motivation to drink.
6:06 — Fourth glass. The first
three beers burned right through

me, so I finally gave in and broke
the seal.
Alcohol’s effect as a diuretic
wasn’t the only thing getting to me
though, I had to look twice at my
phone to check what time it was.

room. That, or I was just starting to
get wobbly.
Despite still being relatively cold,
the Bud Light had completely reversed its characteristics, it lost all
of its carbonation but gained a sour
taste.
7:13 — Eighth
glass. It was becoming harder and
harder to drink.
An alcoholic bitterness that never
showed itself before
emerged,
along with a hint
of stale wood.
7:25 CINEMAS
— Ninth
CAMERA
glass. AD
I started to
getFri,
full Sun
for the first
December
8, didn’t
10
time,
which
1 x 5-1/2 inches
greatly concern me
since I should’ve
been almost done.
I cowboy’d up and
powered down the
glass.
7:30 — Tenth
glass.
Disaster.
MATTHEW ZANE/ DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
According to my
initial calculations,
6:24 — Fifth glass. The beer this should have been my last glass,
started to taste like an old sink rag, but there were at least two glasses
but the chicken wings were a taste left in that plastic monstrosity of a
of heaven.
pitcher. I realized there had been
6:42 — Sixth glass. With five an over pour, a fact that was conglasses finished, I was at the half- firmed by the beer scum line that
way point.
was way above the four quart, or
Or so I thought at the time. The one gallon marker.
novelty of the gigantic pitcher had
This would have been a blessing
worn off, and now it was all about at any other time, but not at that
finishing the thing.
moment.
7:00 — Seventh glass. The floor
This was the turning point, gutof University Chicken started to check time. I stared at the glass and
shake because of a slow, rumbling the pitcher like a heavyweight boxearthquake on my way to the bath- er sizing up his opponent. It stared

back at me with indifference.
I dug deep in my soul and
choked down the vile liquid.
7:35 — Eleventh glass. After
drinking the last two glasses as fast
as I had drank the first, I was now
officially drunk.
Although the room was spinning around me, the task at hand
kept me focused.
7:51 — Twelfth glass. They say
that the bottom of a 40-ounce beer
is always the worst. Try drinking

BEST THEATERS -- SJ MERC NEWS BEST OF SILICON VALLEY
BUY TICKETS AT WWW.
CAMERACINEMAS.COM
• 998-3300
DISC. MATINEES BEFORE201
6PM S.
MONSecond
-FRI / 4PM SSt.
AT-SUN, HOLIDAYS
* = NO PASS ENGAGEMENT ( ) = FRI-SUN ONLY

CAMERA 7 • Pruneyard/Campbell • 559-6900
BLOOD DIAMOND* (R) --

Daily at 12:30, 3:30 , 6:30, 9:30
APOCALYPTO* (R)--Daily at 1:10, 4, 6:50, 9:40
HAPPY FEET (PG)--Daily at 12, 2:20, 4:40, 7, 9:20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG-13)--Daily 2:35, 7:05
PLUS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION (PG-13)-Daily at 12:40, 5, 9:25
STUDENTS $7
CASINO ROYALE (PG-13) -$6.50 MATINEES
Daily at 12:35, 3:35, 6:35, 9:35
PARK FREE
THE QUEEN (PG-13) -Daily at 12 noon, 2:20, 4:50, 7:10, 9:30
BORAT (R)--Daily at 12:10, 2:45, 5:20, 7:20, 9:40
THE BIG LEBOWSKI -- Fri at 12 midnight
A CHRISTMAS STORY -- Sun at 2:00pm / Free

LOS GATOS • 41 N. Santa Cruz • 395-0203
THE HISTORY BOYS* (R) -- Daily at 4:25, 6:50;
+ Fri-Sat at 9:15; + Sat-Sun at 2:00
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG-13) -Daily at 4:40; + Fri-Sat at 9
PLUS FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION (PG-13)-Daily at 7; + Sat-Sun at 2:40

CAMERA 12

• 201 S. Second • 998-3300

GUADALUPE* (PG) -- Daily at (2:00), 4:30, 7
SHUT UP & SING* (R)--Daily at (12:50), 5:20, 7:30
BORAT (R) -A
Daily at 5, 7:30, 9:45; + Fri & Sun at 1, 3
R
THE NATIVITY STORY* (PG) -T
Daily at (12:15, 2:30), 4:45, 7, 9:15
BABEL (R) -- Daily at 3:35, 6:35
THE FOUNTAIN (PG-13)--Daily at (1:25), 9:35 A
BLOOD DIAMOND* (R) -N
Daily at (12:30), 3:30, 6:30, 9:30
N
APOCALYPTO* (R) -E
Daily at (1:10), 4, 6:50, 9:40
X
THE HOLIDAY* (PG-13) -Daily at (1:10), 4, 6:45, 9:35

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS* (PG) -Daily at (12:35, 2:45), 4:55, 7:05, 9:15

VAN WILDER 2: THE RISE OF TAJ* (R) -Daily at 9:45; + Sat-Sun at 3:05
DEJA VU (PG-13)--Daily (1:30), 4:10, 6:50, 9:30
CASINO ROYALE (PG-13) -STUDENTS $7
Daily at (12:40), 3:40, 6:40, 9:40
$6.50 MATINEES
HAPPY FEET (PG) -- Daily at
PARK FREE
(12 noon, 2:20), 4:40, 7, 9:20
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG-13)--Daily at 9:30
THE BIG LEBOWSKI -- Sat at 12 midnight
A CHRISTMAS STORY -- Sat at 2:00pm / Free
WWW.CAMERACINEMAS.COM

the ass-end of a gallon.
This Bud Light, the little brother
to the King of Beers, had turned
into a putrid prince. It was warm, it
was strong and I wanted it gone.
7:56 — Triumph. After two and
a half painstaking hours, I had conquered the beast.
I felt like running up the stairs of
the Event Center while humming
the tune to Rocky, but I probably
would have stumbled to my death
on the way down.

Restaurant Review:
Amici’s East Coast Pizzeria

Destined to fail with flying colors
Daily Executive Editor

Saying that George W. Bush
is not the brightest president the
United States has ever had is like
saying that the pope is Catholic
— it is just too obvious.

BOOK

REVIEW

But in “Destined for Destiny,”
which calls itself an unauthorized
biography of the president, not
only is that point made, but it is
driven into the reader’s head to the
point that you feel sorry for the guy
and perhaps a little less smart for
reading it in the first place.
Of course, the book winning the
“super special Presidential Award for
biographizing” should have served
as a clue for what was to come.
Over the years, Bush has given
plenty of fodder for comedians
based on his questionable use of
the English language, and that certainly comes across in the book.
What was startling about “Destined for Destiny” is that it was
written by people who work with
the Onion, an online spoof publication that typically pokes fun at the
news.
The book chronicles Bush’s life
in a short, 166-page volume, that
spans from his hard life growing up in a wealthy family to his
National Guard service and ultimately his role as president.
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The biography also features an
introduction by Vice President
Dick Cheney, featuring his famous
tell-off phrase, which he shouted in
the U.S. Senate.
Perhaps the funniest thing
about the entire book is the pictures.
The authors superimpose
Jesus into different photos
through Bush’s life.
You see Jesus getting his ear
blown out by Bush’s microphone
during his famous visit to ground
zero following Sept. 11.
There is also Jesus standing
with the Bush family on a vacation to the Grand Canyon.
But for the most part, the
book really does nothing to
poke fun at the president beyond his questionable intellect.
It is perhaps no wonder that
the authors hide their identities
except for an obscure reference
on the back flap and a “thankyou” on the acknowledgement
page.

Although, it could also be the
negative things it has to say about
Barbara Bush.
There are few who could say an
unkind word about the president’s

mom and not incur her wrath.
But it is perfect for the level of
cheap shots it takes.
Aside from the president and
his mother, the book also refers to
the first lady Laura Bush as a
mummy who needs to periodically redo her face to keep
a perpetual smile.
When not taking cheap
shots at Bush’s family, it is
trying really hard to portray
the president as an ungrateful, dimwitted oaf who seems
to have everything happen to
him rather than him working
for it.
In elementary school, he is
a bully who is forced to sit next
to common folk who don’t
smell as good as he does.
He seems forced into running for president and later
complains about having to run
for re-election.
During the Sept. 11 events, he
seems more preoccupied with
PHOTO COURTESY OF SCRIBNER
cookies he ate while visiting an

elementary school than with the fact
that thousands of people died.
The book does make an attempt
to explain his character through
his interactions with small animals
and other school children.
Coincidently enough, he is protorture of frogs and believes that
he needs to beat people into joining his side.
There are classy ways of doing
spoofs, but this isn’t one of them.
“Destined for Destiny” is a onejoke book that really overdoes it.
Though the writers try to interject references to real events or real
things that Bush does, most will be
lost on the reader.
Trying to make Bush sound like
an idiot overshadows any attempt
at wit.

“You see Jesus getting his ear
blown out by Bush’s microphone
during his famous visit to
ground zero following Sept. 11.”
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WEEK OF DEC. 5
CD RELEASES
‘The Sweet Escape’
— Gwen Stefani
‘Eminem Presents: The Re-Up’
— Eminem
‘10’
— Brian McKnight
IN THEATERS FRIDAY
‘Apocalypto’
‘Blood Diamond’
‘The Holiday’
‘Unaccompanied Minors’
DVD RELEASES
‘Pirates of the Caribbean:
Dead Man’s Chest’
‘Idlewild’
‘Beerfest’
‘Pulse’
‘Miami Vice’

“Best College Hangout”
San Jose Mercury News

SPARTAN SHOPS, INC.
Statement of Financial Condition
Year Ending June 30, 2006
Assets
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables:
Accounts Receivable
Returned merchandise - vendors
Inventories
Prepaid expenses
Total Current Assets

$ 1,567,749
$

629,075
347,907

Non-current Assets – Long term receivables
Fixed Assets, at cost:
Land
Building
Equipment, furniture and fixtures
Leasehold improvements &
Construction in progress
Total fixed assets
Less accumulated depreciation

976,982
1,728,630
76,910
4,350,271
164,364

$ 2,710,000
2,582,326
4,434,898
4,376,173
$14,103,397
(6,510,326)

TOTAL ASSETS

7,593,071
$12,107,706

SPORTS PUB

Liabilities and Net Assets
Current Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable, current portion
Accrued liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

$ 1,574,013
745,165
763,927
$ 3,083,105

Notes payable, less current portion
Accrued post retirement benefits
Net Assets:
Unrestricted
Designated
Undesignated
Temporarily restricted

2,311,874
924,571

$ 691,808
3,786,348

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

4,478,156
1,310,000
$12,107,706

A complete set of the audited financial statements may be obtained or reviewed in the Executive Director’s
Office located on campus in the modular located directly north of Hoover Hall.

11 Big Screen TVs

�

NFL Sunday Ticket

��

ESPN College Gameplan

��

Home of the “Gallon Pitcher &
911 Challenge”

��

NEWS
HOMELESS- Free haircuts, medical and dental care among services provided
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Continued from page 1

impressed their slogan of “seeing
the need … taking the lead” among
more than 600 homeless people and
hundreds more volunteers.
“This is a place for recovery for
the homeless,” said Enrique Pazos,
a member of City Team ministries,
a volunteer-based organization represented at Project Homeless. “They
are able to get the things they need,
food, medical care, housing assistance; it’s all here for them.”
As early as 8:30 a.m., a line
stretched 50 yards down the entirety of the Parkside Hall hallway, with
already hundreds of people in need
filling out a required form to enter
the convention center.
“The forms just let us know

who they are and so they get all the
goodies, the Medicare, housing,
food, blankets,” said James Fandino,
who volunteered as the doorman of
the event.
Fandino said it was his second
time as the “guardian of the door”
for Project Homeless and he will be
back next year to volunteer his time.
“It’s just different from normal
day-to-day life to see all of these
people in need,” Fandino said. “All
types of people walk through these
doors. I just like to see their smiles.”
There are no requirements for
access to Project Homeless but a
short demographic history and survey of the needs of each patron.
Each person was matched with
a volunteer in a Project Homeless
white t-shirt ready to guide them

around the convention center to the
tables of the services they requested.
Signs for social services, dental,
medical, housing, AIDS assistance,
mental help and job opportunities
lined the spacious building.
A food court providing free
lunches to the patrons and tables had
free bagels, doughnuts, sandwiches,
juice and coffee for everyone.
Two medical vans were parked
inside offering free flu and Hepatitis C shots with a physician on site
from the Gardner Family Health
Network, who provides help exclusively to the homeless community.
Adjacent to the medical corner
of Parkside Hall were 32 senior students from the Gavilan College of
Cosmetology, who gave 153 haircuts said Maree Andre, an instruc-

THURSDAY

tor at Gavilan.
“Today has just been phenomenal,” Andre said. “This is our second year here and the girls really
enjoy giving back to the community. We are more than happy to
come back next year.”
Volunteer Mike Rubino, a member of the San Jose Kiwanis Club,
said he could see the attitudes
of many of the homeless people
change after something as simple
as a bagel and cup of coffee.
“This is such a good thing. You
look around and you don’t realize
who is homeless and who’s not,”
Rubino said. “So many people just
need some guidance. Like with
the haircuts, they go in and come
out and their self-esteem is turned
around. It is truly amazing.”

Amidst the murmur of conversation and greetings, one man’s
voice stood out, the voice of the
Emergency Housing Consortium
Life Builders choir director and
Project Homeless volunteer Roderick Coleman.
As Coleman twirled a half-dollar size coin between his fingers, he
smiled, “This is my one-year coin;
one year clean off drugs.”
Fresh in Coleman’s mind were
the memories of being in the same
situation as those people he now
helped.
“I just got out of homelessness,
I was into drugs, crime, in jail …
but now I’m clean,” Coleman said.
“I’m (EHC’s) success story, now I
can volunteer and help.”
The Life Builders are the larg-

est provider of shelters and transitional housing and work to help
homelessness prevention, said
Life Builders housing coordinator
Marty Estrada.
“We helped a lot of folks today,”
Estrada said. “It’s just one step in
helping the homeless and those in
need in our community.”
Deborah Westwater, a volunteer
from the City of San Jose Housing Department said she thinks
the smiles on people’s faces, both
volunteers and the homeless, is an
amazing site.
“It’s a place you can bring people together and understand their
needs,” Westwater said. “On any
given day, at any given time, anybody could find themselves in the
same situation.”

Edwin Ventociula, a nurse
practitioner, and Martha Torres, a
medical assistant, provided medical services from a mobile health
center for the homeless, during the
Project Help Homeless Connect
looking for volunteers event that
was held at Parkside Hall in the
Convention Center Wednesday.

CHANTERA GUNN/ DAILY STAFF

DOORS OPEN @ 8PM . INFO 408.292.6754
417 S. FIRST STREET
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150- SJSU’s roots explored WINTER- Supported by NAACP
Continued from page 1

SJSU’s birthday celebration with
the help of director of communications and publications, Sylvia
Light.
“I would say this has been one
of the most fascinating projects,”
Light said. “We had a chance to
learn a great deal about the university.”
Light said that the committee
scoured through history books,
the SJSU Alumni Association yearbooks, which has a collection dating from 1898 to 1980 and various
city history Web sites.
Light said the results found
at www.sjsu.edu/150th/timeline
were the efforts of university Web
coordinator Jodey Utate and an
outside vendor.
George W. Minns and other
educational leaders originally established the school in San Francisco as Minns Evening Normal
School in 1857.
Light said the “Normal” is derived from the French word, normale, which means “model.”
“It was a model school where
teachers learned to teach,” Light
said.
Although Normal School was
open to men and women, most
of the school’s 150 students were
young women — virtuous, young
and single women.
According to Cauble, the
streets of San Francisco were not
an ideal place suited for these students.
When the City of San Jose offered the Normal School a place
in its community, State Superintendent O.P Fitzgerald said that
the city was an ideal location.
“The climate is unsurpassed,
the place is large enough to furnish all needed facilities … the
people are intelligent, hospitable
and moral,” Fitzgerald is quoted

Continued from page 1

as saying in an SJSU history publication.
In 1870, school trustees chose a
tract of land for the school.

“I would say this has been
one of the most facinating
projects. We had a chance
to learn a great deal
about the university.”
—Sylvia Light,
director of communications
and publications
“That first plot of land was
Washington Square,” Light said.
Twenty-two-year-old criminal
justice studies major David Leach
is glad the campus moved to San
Jose.

“I like the atmosphere here,”
Leach said, who lives in Watsonville.
“It’s close to home,” she said.
“My mom went here. It makes you
feel at home when you have athletes here who play football from
your hometown.”
Social work major Rosie Taytayon, 22, likes the campus, too.
“I like it better than (UC Santa
Cruz),” Taytayon. “That was such
a big campus. There’s more of a
student life here.”
Neither Leach nor Taytayon
said they would have attended a
school in San Francisco.
In 1921, the trustees passed
control of the school over to the
State Department of Education
and it was renamed San Jose State
Teachers College.
In the 1970s, the college was
given university status as part of
the California State University
system, according to an SJSU pub-

The sleep out included students
spending the night outside on the
SJSU campus and discussing poverty and homelessness, Myers-Lipton said.
According to Ramos, the idea
seemed to develop even further in
one of his sociology classes with
Myers-Lipton.
“We just wanted to think …
about what we could do to draw
the media’s attention,” Ramos said
referring to the victims of the Hurricane Katrina disaster.
Austin Geiger, a senior majoring
in sociology and participant, said
one of Myers-Lipton’s discussions
on poverty and homelessness transitioned into a talk about Hurricane
Katrina specifically.
Geiger said he remembers being extremely angry when he heard
about the displaced people due to
Hurricane Katrina.

“I feel that Katrina is the major
spotlight on the issue,” Geiger said
referring to poverty and homelessness.
He added that he wanted to go
help the victims when Hurricane
Katrina first happened, but was unable to and is taking advantage of
the opportunity during the scheduled week of Jan. 14 through Jan.
20, 2007.
Jackson-Smarr said she wants to
go so she could witness firsthand the
damage that the hurricane caused.
“A couple of our members decided they wanted to go (too),”
Jackson-Smarr said referring to the
student homeless alliance.
Before the decision was finalized to take action in the Gulf
Coast, Myers-Lipton said he made
sure Louisiana residents were open
to the help he wanted to give. He
added that they seemed to be excited about the idea.
“So, we said, ‘OK, let’s go,’” My-

ers-Lipton said.
He said there are approximately 20 students from SJSU already
signed up. In addition to SJSU students, the University of Massachusetts in Boston and Mills College
has also expressed interest in the
endeavor.
Myers-Lipton said he hopes to
get many more people to participate between now and January.
“We hope it’s going to be huge,”
he said.
Myers-Lipton said Louisiana
Winter is supported by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
A national press conference in
the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Library will be held on Dec. 14 at
1 p.m. to invite anybody who is
interested in the cause to the Gulf
Coast.
“(This is) just the beginning of
(us) starting to organize,” MyersLipton said.

China ThaiFast Food
2 I T E M COMBO W/ SODA
$4.50

*Tax free for SJSU Faculty & Students

We also serve Vietnamese sandwiches
and Vegetarian Meals

304 E. Santa Clara St
San Jose, CA 95112
at 7th Street
408.298.3278

King Library Extended Hours of Finals Week December
8th-14th
9
Friday, Dec. 8th
Sunday, Dec. 10th
Monday, Dec. 11th
Tuesday, Dec. 12th
Wednesday, Dec. 13th
Thursday, Dec. 14th

8

7
6:00 PM - Midnight
7:00 PM - All Night Study
10:00 PM - All Night Study
10:00 PM - All Night Study
10:00 PM - All Night Study
10:00 PM – Midnight

For more information, please go to: http ://sjlibrary.org/

Please note:
•
Students must show their current SJSU Tower Card to stay in the
building
•
Extended hours are paid for by the SJSU Instructional Related
Activity Fee

Remember, library databases are available remotely 24/7 with your SJSU
ID number and Library PIN!

Good luck on Finals from the faculty and staff of
King Library!

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8
APOCALYPTO
COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS
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Kettlebells keep Spartans quick, strong
By Casey Jay
Special to the Daily
In the past few years, the San
Jose State University athletic department has gone through quite a
few makeovers.
While most of these developments were made public, like
new coaches or recruits, there is
another area of athletics that has
more quietly undergone transformation.
The SJSU Koret Athletic
Training Center has integrated
a whole new philosophy that
can be summed up in one word:
kettlebell.
Most people, athletes included, have never even seen or
heard of this piece of equipment
that has become the foundation
for Spartan strength.
Sophomore volleyball player
Courtney Lorusso likes the new

kettlebell program.
“Kettlebells are way good
for conditioning,” Lorusso said.
“They suck because they tear
your hands apart, but they’re
really good for endurance and
strength, I’d rather do kettlebells
than run.”
The kettlebell, a staple of conditioning in Russia for years, is
simply a round iron ball with a
triangular handle on top, ranging from eight to 48 kilograms
(17.6 to 105.8 pounds) in weight.
Kettlebells can be used for exercises normally done with more
common pieces of equipment
like dumbbells or barbells, but
they also allow for a different list
of movements that would look
pretty strange to an outsider.
Swinging, snatching, and cleaning are a few basic movements
that are unique to kettlebells.

The exercises can also be put
into routines tailored to fit different sports.
“I think it directly relates to
football more than traditional
lifting,” said sophomore football
player Ronnie Castillo about kettlebell training. “It helps us prepare for all the constant hitting.”
The new form of training has
also impressed SJSU coaches.
The new head of strength and
conditioning, Chris Holder, was
the driving force behind bringing
kettlebells into Spartan sports.
He agreed to take the head
coach position only after a set of
kettlebells, costing $5,000, was
written into his contract.
“During my interview process
I said that they had to equip me
with what I needed,” said Holder.
“I just wouldn’t be effective without a set of kettlebells.”

“CO-ED NAKED POOL” *
n

full bar & drink specials!!

n

29 classic billiard tables

n

live music & DJ’s

n

2 monster HD screens

n

tasty nachos and hot wings

n

foosball and ping pong

n

air hockey

‘pool’ as in
‘Billiards’!!

STUDENT NIGHT WEDNESDAYS
$10 FLAT FEE WITH VALID STUDENT ID UNLIMITED HOURS AND PLAYERS

NO LIMIT MONDAY NIGHTS
$15 FLAT FEE -- UNLIMITED HOURS AND PLAYERS

* ok. not “naked” but we tried -- FBL crew

Grand Opening
Sadie’s
Vintage
and More
Vintage clothing 50s,
60s, 70s, 80s, jewelery, new
apparel, and more!
1175 Redmond @ Almaden Expwy.
in San Jose
Mon-Fri 10-8:30 pm
Sat 11-8:30 pm

(408) 323-1960
Bring this ad for a
10% discount

420 SOUTH FIRST STREET
408. 294. 7800

EXCLUSIVELY ONLINE
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Hit the greens with SJSU golfer Aaron Conrad online at www.thespartandaily.com.

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK: THE POCKET PASS

16 years in the making
By Greg Lydon

Daily Senior Staff Writer

Fresno State, fetch the remote,
because San Jose State University
is bowl eligible.
As SJSU fans stormed the field after a 24-14 victory over Fresno State
two fans streamed across the field
with a banner stating the reversal of
fortunes for the two rival schools.
The Spartans season isn’t over, a
showdown with the University of
New Mexico looms in two weeks
at the New Mexico Bowl in Albuquerque.
“It was the best win of the year
because of who Fresno has been,”
SJSU coach Dick Tomey said.
With eight wins on the season,
the 2006 Spartans recorded their
most wins in a season since 1990,
which also was the year of the
school’s last bowl appearance.
Reflecting after their biggest
win of the season, players looked
back to a early season defeat as one
of the major keys to their successful season.
“The game in Washington really showed our potential,” said
SJSU cornerback Dwight Lowery.
SJSU was defeated 35-29 in the
2006 season opener against the
University of Washington, but put
a scare in their Pac-10 conference
opponent.
“That game showed us what we
can do,” said SJSU wide receiver
James Jones. “We weren’t going
to be the same team as years before. Even though we lost, we went
home with a lot of confidence in
what we can do.”
The University of New Mexico
comes into the bowl game with a
record of 6-6 on the season and
closed out its regular season with a

GAVIN MCCHESNEY/ DAILY SENIOR STAFF

San Jose State University senior wide receiver John Broussard attempts to
catch the ball on Oct. 28 during a game against Louisiana Tech in Spartan
Stadium.

41-14 victory over San Diego State
University.
The Lobos bounced back from a
tough start to their season, losing to
Division II opponent Portland State
University, and became bowl eligible
with their win last Saturday.
“The Southwest is a beautiful
area of the country and we’re very
excited for the opportunity for
our program,” Tomey said. “I’ve
competed in a bowl game in New
Mexico before and external factors
don’t matter, the only thing that
matters is how we play.”
According to the SJSU sports information department, Tomey holds
a 11-2 record against New Mexico as
a head coach, including a 20-14 victory in the 1997 Insight.com Bowl
when Tomey was head coach at the
University of Arizona.
The victory in Saturday’s season

finale against Fresno State ensured
SJSU of it’s highest Western Athletic
Conference finish in 11 seasons,
tying the University of Nevada for
third place in the conference with a
5-3 record in WAC play.
“Everyone is playing for each
other around here now,” Jones said.
Jones led the Spartans this
season with 64 receptions for
787 yards and eight touchdowns.
Jones one-handed touchdown
grab on Saturday gave the Spartans
a 21-14 lead going into the half.
“James was a key playmaker for
us all season and the play before
the half is something we’ve come
to expect from James,” said SJSU
quarterback Adam Tafralis.
SJSU will face off against the
University of New Mexico on Saturday, December 23 with kickoff
set for 1:30 p.m. PST on ESPN.
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New leadership of Spartan Daily hopes to boost readership
Anderson and Kaapcke take the reins of the student paper
By Julia Cooper
Daily Staff Writer

If you come by the offices of the
Spartan Daily next semester and
ask for “Chris,” don’t be surprised
if two guys come rushing to assist
you.
Although they may spell their
first names differently, Kris Anderson, the new executive editor,
and Chris Kaapcke, the returning
advertising director, share plans to
boost readership of the newspaper
as the Daily’s new leaders.
Anderson’s quick jump from
news reporter to executive editor
over the course of one semester is
impressive said Cheeto Barrera, the
Daily’s Fall 2006 executive editor.
“It’s been rare in recent years
that a staff writer goes right to the
top job,” Barrera said.
Anderson’s “gung-ho attitude”
and prolific writing ability, sometimes pumping out two stories per
issue, was respected by editors of
the Daily.
“At first we were looking at this
phenom of Kris and we all thought
he was going to burn out,” Barrera
said. “He never did.”
As an English major with a love
for stories, Anderson initially pursued journalism as a backup plan,
but said he quickly discovered a
passion for the media.
Kaapcke, an advertising major,
said he feels the same passion for
his field, choosing to enter his second semester as advertising director.
Kaapcke said his love for advertising stems from the excitement
he feels interacting with customers
and tackling deadlines.

classified 10.75”

“It never gets boring,” Kaapcke
said. “There’s always something
new.”
In addition to his role as advertising director, Kaapcke is a selfproclaimed “delivery boy” who
also distributes copies of the Daily
to kiosks around campus. He said
he aims for more readers of the
newspaper next semester.

“One of our most memorable moments was pulling
16-hour days ... it was just
something that we did.”
—Allan Quindo,
assistant advertising director
Allan Quindo, the Daily’s Fall
2006 assistant advertising director,
called Kaapcke “the best ad director that I know of.”
“He’s always been an aggressive
fellow … an adrenaline rush type
of guy,” Quindo said.
Kaapcke injects fun and humor
into work while leading the advertising staff, Quindo said, adding
that Kaapcke also exhibits a great
sense of dedication to advertising.
“One of our most memorable
moments was pulling 16-hour days
and not even thinking or pausing
a second as to how much time we
spent on the Daily,” Quindo said.
“It was just something that we just
do.”
Barrera said the way Kaapcke
solicited advertising that supported 26 pages of the Daily within

two days at the beginning of this
semester was remarkable.
“It’s just a testament to how
good this guy is,” Barrera said.
“He’s got that drive.”
Barrera added that Kaapcke’s return would be a boon to the Daily
next semester.
“The fact that he’s coming back
is huge,” Barrera said. “It’s going to
mean great things for the paper in
the Spring.”
Kaapcke said he intends to continue successful tactics to solicit
ads as advertising director, while
Anderson said he hopes to implement a few changes to the Daily’s
design, including the addition of
“The Gold Fold,” a special section
that spotlights feature articles.
John Myers, the Fall 2006 copy
editor for the Daily and former executive editor, said Anderson will
do a great job uniting the staff as
executive editor and in keeping
with his plans to make changes to
the Daily.
“This has been the first time
since I’ve been on staff that I’ve
seen a whole collaborative effort
of the entire staff working together to make a big change,” Myers
said. “I’ve seen people make those
promises, and (Anderson) seems
like he’s really going to follow
through.”
Richard Craig, an adviser to the
Daily and an associate professor
of journalism, said Anderson has
learned the ropes quickly.
“One of the beauties of Kris is
that he’s been an incredibly quick
study,” Craig said. “He hasn’t needed a lot of hand holding.”
Craig said Anderson’s work

JORDAN MCKONE/ DAILY STAFF

Chris Kaapcke, left, and Kris Anderson, right, will be returning to the Spartan Daily in Spring 2007 as ad director and executive editor.

ethic, reporting skills and nose for
news has been impressive, adding
that Anderson’s enthusiasm and
perfectionist nature should serve
him well as executive editor.
“He cares a lot about the Daily
(and) about journalism,” Craig
said. “I think he’s going to do a terrific job.”
Although Anderson hasn’t had
tons of journalism experience, entering unfamiliar territory has been
a pattern in his life.
About three and a half years ago,
Anderson said he took his little
brother’s surfboard, and his longtime appreciation for an uncle’s
surfing hobby, to the ocean where
he attempted to teach himself how

to surf.
Although Anderson said he was

“He cares a lot about the
Daily (and) about
journalism. I think he’s
going to do a terrific job.”
— Richard Craig,
associate professor of
journalism
“clueless” about what he was supposed to do, even putting his wetsuit on inside out, he jumped into
the situation with the same energy

that he has devoted to his newest
passion, journalism.
Anderson said he has high hopes
for next semester’s paper.
“With the Daily, I want it to
ultimately be the perfect paper,”
Anderson said. “I want it to be
something where every reader who
walks by a kiosk is going to look at
a headline and say ‘I want to read
that.’”
Perhaps Anderson’s greatest
contribution to the Daily will be
his similarity to a certain character from Scooby Doo, said Andrew
Torrez, the Daily’s Fall 2006 sports
editor.
“He looks just like Shaggy,” Torrez said while laughing.

cLAssIfIEds
Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online with the convenience of a credit card. Questions on how to place your classified? Call 408.924.3277

Roommate Wanted
Roomate Wanted 1 Rm avail in 2 bdrm.
$425 plus util. Prefer F. (831)776-8812

employment
aCtIon daY nURSeRY/PRImaRY PLUS
seeking Infant, Toddler & Preschool Teachers
& Aides. FT& PT positions avail. Substitute
positions are also avail that offer flex hrs. ECE
units are req’d for teacher positions but not
req’d for Aide positions. Excellent opportunity
for Child Develop majors. Call Cathy for an
interview@ 244-1968 X16 or fax res. to 2487433
daYCaRe teaCHeRS. K-8th school seeks
responsible individuals for extended daycare,
PT, PMs. No ECE units req’d. Previous childcare exp. a must. Please call 248-2464
aBCom PRIVate SeCURItY Hiring: Security-All Hrs 24/7, PT/ FT. Possible Commute.
Scheduler-Eves. PT. (408)247-4827
attentIon SPaRtanS Welcome back! Are
you looking for part-time/ full-time work to help
you get through the school semester? Well,
look no further. Corinthian Parking Services is
looking for valet parking attendants for our local shopping malls, hotels and private events.
We will work around your school schedule.
Requirements for an interview:
ï Must have a valid California Class C license
ï Must provide a current DMV printout
ï MUST be responsible, well-groomed and
punctual.
ï MUST HAVE EXCELLENT CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS.
If you qualify, please call Kyle at 408-9815894 for an interview.
SItteRS Wanted. $10 or more per hour.
Register FREE for jobs at www.student-sitters.com.
eaRn $2500+ montHLY and more to type
simple ads online. www.dataentrytypers.com
teaCHeRS/InStRUCtoRS P/ T Instructors,
elem. schools.
Degree/ Cred. NOT required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need Car.
VM(408) 287-4170Ext. 408
EOE/ AAE

WInteR BReaK WoRK!!!

Part-time/ Flexible schedules
$17.70 BASE - appt.
VECTOR, the company for students, has parttime openings available for customer sales/
service. The positions offer numerous unique
benefits for students, including:
- HIGH STARTING PAY
- FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
- Internships possible
- All majors may apply
- Scholarships awarded
annually, conditions apply
- No experience necessary
- Training provided
Watch for us on-campus throughout the semester, or call (408) 866-1100 or
(650) 940-9400-9am-5p
workforstudents.com/ sjsu
***************************************
YmCa After School Directors and Leaders
needed! The YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring for After School Enrichment Centers
TODAY! Programs located throughout greater
San Jose area. Full & part-time positions
available. Fun staff teams, great experience
working with children, career advancement,
excellent FT/PT benefits and training opportunities. Must have at least 48 semester units.
Apply on-line at www.scvymca.org or email
resume to ymcajobs@scvymca.org. (408)3516434
StUdent UnIon, InC. JoBS! Positions are
available in the following areas:
*Office Assistant-Evnt Cntr
*System Analyst-IT/ Comp Services *Pinchaser/ Maintenance-Bowling Cntr *Computer
Services Technician-IT/ Computer Services
*Accounting Assistant-Event Cntr *Aquatic
Center Coordinator-Aquatic Cntr *Personal
Trainer-Sport Club *Building Services Supervisor-Event Services *Maintenance Assistant
-Student Union
Applications are available in the Student
Union Admin Office, 3rd floor, across from
the A. S. Computer Services Cntr or online at
www.union.sjsu.edu
ad ComPanY LooKIng foR HeLP We
are looking an business student to help at
our office. Job duties include: answering and
making phone calls, mailing of information,
creating leads, contacting clients, and selling
of campaigns. Must be motivated and a go
getter. Pay starts at $9 per hour plus bonuses
for generated business. Please call for more
info. (408)866-1957

Good luck on finals and a happy holidays from
all of us at the Spartan Daily

FoR Rent
3Bd-2Ba-2 BLoCKS fRom
SJSU

3bd apartment with walk in closets. Great
for students/ roommates!! Great Floor Plan!
Washer & Dryers on premisis. Parking available!! Only $1,275 mo, may work with you on
the deposit!! email: sjminv@aol.com
RoomS foR Rent Delta Gamma Sorority. Females only. Walk to SJSU. January 2,
thru May 25, 2007. Reasonable rent includes
meals, exercise room, lounge w/ lrg screen
TV & DSL.
Shared or single rooms
avail. 286-0868 or dmparable@aol.com

SeRviceS
PRofeSSIonaL edItIng for your paper
or dissertation. Experienced. Efficient. Exact.
Familiar with APA & Chicago styles. ESL is a
specialty. Grace@(831)252-1108 or
Evagrace@aol.com or visit
www.gracenotesediting.com

oppoRtunitieS
eaRn $800-$3200 montHLY to drive cars
with ads placed on them. www. CarAdTeam.
com

Wanted
$SPeRm donoRS needed$ Up to 900/
month. Healthy Men, in college or w/college
degree, wanted for our anonymous sperm
donor program. Help people realize their
dreams of starting a family. Apply Online:
www.cryobankdonors.com

Spartan Daily
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
pHOnE: 408.924.3277
Fax:408.924.3282
EMAIL:classified@casa.sjsu.edu
ONLINE:www.thespartandaily.com

dISCLaImeR
The Spartan Daily makes no claim
for products or services advertised
below, nor is there any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist
of paid advertising and offers are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper.
Certain advertisements in these
columns may refer the reader to
specific telephone numbers or
addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making these
further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should carefully investigate all firms offering
employment listings or coupons for
discount vacations or merchandise.

CLaSSIfIed ad Rate InfoRmatIon
Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted
into an ad line. The first line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up
to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required. Deadline is 10:00 am , 2-weekdays prior
to publication.
mInImUm tHRee LIne CLaSSIfIed ad:
DAYS: 1
2
3
4
RATE: $10.00 $15.00 $20.00
$25.00
$2.50 EACH ADDITIONAL LINE AFTER THE THIRD LINE.
$3.00 EACH ADDITIONAL DAY.
• RATES ARE CONSECUTIVE DAYS ONLY. •ALL ADS ARE PREPAID.
• NO REFUNDS ON CANCELLED ADS.
fReQUenCY dISCoUnt: 40+ consecutive issues: 10% discount
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 10% discount. Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from
10 AM or 3PM. STUDENT ID REQUIRED. Rate applies to student’s individual ads
only. Not intended for businesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not
apply.

12.07.06
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SPARTAN DAILY

Check out this semester’s
past issues at
www.thespartandaily.com

NEWS

THURSDAY

Father arrested on suspicion of poisoning daughter
SAN JOSE (AP) — A father
accused of fatally poisoning his
2-year-old daughter before trying
to kill himself faces charges of murder and assault, prosecutors said.
Minh Phu Le, 32, was scheduled to be arraigned in Santa
Clara County Superior Court on
Wednesday but still was recovering from the suicide attempt in a
hospital while under police custody. His condition has improved

and his arraignment was rescheduled for Thursday, said prosecutor
Matt Braker.
Le is accused of giving his
daughter, Skyla, a fatal dose of an
unidentified controlled substance
in a “sip cup” in his San Jose apartment on Friday before apparently
taking the concoction himself, authorities said.
Le left a voicemail message for
the girl’s mother, Serena Garcia,

earlier in the day urging her to call
him immediately because he “had a
surprise” for her when she returned
home, according to an affidavit filed
in support of the charges.
When Garcia arrived at the
apartment, she found her daughter
lying unresponsive on the couch
next to a comatose Le.
The girl was pronounced dead
minutes later. Le was hospitalized
in critical condition.

Investigators found the child’s
cup nearby containing the drug.
They also found a handwritten
note apparently signed by Le indicating he was “taking her with me”
and “she didn’t suffer,” according
to the affidavit.
Police declined to discuss a possible motive. Garcia told investigators that Le had repeatedly threatened to kill Skyla by poisoning her,
the affidavit said.

Pizza

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE with this coupon off an item

equal or lesser in value

We deliver until 3 am15% discount with Student ID
slight delivery charge applies

1299 South 1st Street
Cross street Alma

next to Spartan Stadium

Fraternity Party Discounts

Large TV
Sporting Channels

408. 292. 4200

4-week intensive classes and you get the units.

Take Transfer Courses
in the San José City College

Apply and Register now THESE CLASSES WILL FILL QUICKLY!

INTERSESSION

Call 408-288-3708
for more information

January 3 to 25th
Only $20 per unit

See us on the web at

Art • Biology • Communications • Economics • English • History • Humanities
Math • Philosophy • Political Science • Psychology • Sociology and MORE!

www.sjcc.edu

Subj

Sect

Crse
No Short Title

Start

End

Room

Units Reg ID

Subj

Sect

Crse
No Short Title

AJ

103

010 Intro to Admin of Justice

01:00

04:25

B102

3.00

39710

HIST

109

017A History of the United States

09:00

12:25

B204

3.00

39727

AJ

103

013 Criminal Procedures

09:00

12:25

B102

3.00

39776

HIST

110

017B History of the United States

06:00

09:25

B209

3.00

39728

ART

104

024 Beginning Drawing

09:00

11:15

F1

3.00

39751

HUMNT 105

001 Intro to Visual and Perf Arts

01:00

04:25

B207

3.00

39729

ART

104

024 Beginning Drawing

11:20

04:00

F1

3.00

39751

MATH

101

09:00

12:25

GE121

3.00

39755

ART

102

091 Art History-Prehistoric-Gothic

06:00

09:25

F7

3.00

39712

MATH

105

061 Finite Mathematics

09:00

12:25

B202

3.00

39757

ART

103

092 Art History-Renaisnce to Pres

09:00

12:25

F7

3.00

39713

MATH

113

063 Elementary Statistics

09:00

12:25

B208

3.00

39758

010 Introduction to Astronomy

09:00

12:25

S202

3.00

39752

MATH

114

063 Elementary Statistics

06:00

09:25

S123

3.00

39760

METEO 102

010 Weather and Climate

09:00

12:25

S122

3.00

39761

ASTRO 105

Start

End

Room

Units Reg ID

HIST

103

001 Survey of American History

01:00

04:25

B209

3.00

39726

011R Review of Introductory Algebra

BIOL

103

061 Human Heredity

09:00

12:25

S123

3.00

39753

BOT

102

062 Plants and Human Welfare

09:00

12:25

S204

3.00

39754

PED

101

011 Baseball Fundamentals

01:30

04:55

CAGE

1.00

39730

COMS

112

020 Oral Communication

09:00

12:25

D107

3.00

39715

PED

106

039 Hatha Yoga

09:00

12:25

211D

1.00

39731

COMS

113

020 Oral Communication

01:00

04:25

D107

3.00

39716

PED

108

055 Aerobics with Music

09:00

12:25

MULTI

1.00

39732

COMS

114

020 Oral Communication

06:00

09:25

D107

3.00

39717

PED

117

056 Weight Training

09:00

12:25

308

1.00

39733

ECON

105

010A Prin. of Macroeconomic Theory

09:00

12:25

B201

3.00

39718

PHIL

103

010 Intro Phil: Metaphys/Epst/Eth

09:00

12:25

B207

3.00

39737

ECON

105

010B Intro to Microeconomic Theory

02:00

05:25

B201

3.00

39719

PHIL

108

060 Logic and Critical Thinking

01:00

04:25

B202

3.00

39738

ENGL

118

001B English Composition

09:00

12:25

B205

3.00

39721

POLSC 105

001 Politics and Govt in America

05:00

08:25

B204

3.00

39739

ENGL

119

001B English Composition-IO

3.00

39722

PSYCH 107

010 General Psychology

09:00

12:25

GE119

3.00

39740

ENGL

101

010 Great Works of Literature

09:00

12:25

B104

3.00

39720

PSYCH 108

010 General Psychology

06:00

09:25

B102

3.00

39741

ENGL

102

087 Prep for WST

06:00

09:25

B206

3.00

39772

PSYCH 105

092 Develoental Psychology

01:00

04:25

GE121

3.00

39742

ETH

104

027 Intro to Race & Ethnicity

01:00

04:25

B208

3.00

39723

PSYCH 103

100 Human Sexuality

06:00

09:25

B106

3.00

39743

FCS

104

019 Nutrition

09:00

12:25

B106

3.00

39724

SL

107

09:00

12:25

B203

3.00

39744

FCS

106

070 Child Develoent

01:00

04:25

B206

3.00

39725

SOC

104

010 Introduction to Sociology

01:00

04:25

B204

3.00

39746

GUIDE 101

010 Transfer Success

01:15

02:20

B203

1.00

39750

SSCI

103

030 Mexican American Culture

09:00

12:25

B206

3.00

39747

001A Intro to American Sign Lang

